
Year 7 & 8 information Evening

End of Year Exams





“Don’t complain about the marks you 
didn’t get for the work you didn’t do”





What is a knowledge organiser?

How can you use your organiser to revise?

A knowledge organiser is a set of key facts or information that pupils need to know and be able to recall in order  

to master a unit or topic. Typically an organiser fits onto one page of A4 or A3 – this helps pupils to visualize the  

layout of the page which in turn helps them to memorise the information better.



Year 7 – GREEK (Term 1)
800 BC – 600 AD

Grab your time machine because we’re headed waaaaay back! This 
classical period was a golden age for literature and the arts and ho
me to the great works from Ancient Greece. Think: epic tales, myth
ology, philosophy and theatre and you are on the right track – let’s 
take a closer look…..

How has Greek Theatre influenced later texts – From The Tragic 
Hero to Peter Pan?

What is a tra
gic hero? 

A famous Gre
ek Philosoph
er – Aristotle’ 
– came up wi
th this idea

 A Tragic hero is someone high and mighty w
ho falls from grace. 

 Usually that fall is brought about by a tragic f
law in the hero's character, for example: pride
, ambition or greed.

 But, this can also come about as the result of 
unfortunate circumstances, or even just REALL
Y bad luck

 This genre got its start in Greek drama/theatr
e but has changed throughout the ages and i
s still a key part of modern narratives.

‘Peter Pan’ –
how is he a t
ragic hero?

 Peter Pan is the boy who refuses to grow up. 
His fear of growing old leads him to make so
me terrible mistakes

 He rejects his own development and refuses t
o accept that, as a child, he needs guidance s
ometimes – for example from a mother figure

 Basically – he thinks he knows it all!
Aristotle’s rules of the tragic hero

Hamartia The tragic flaw that causes the downfall of hero

Hubris
Excessive pride and disrespect of hero for natural 
order

Anagnorosis
This moment happens when hero makes an 
important discovery in the story.

Nemesis
A fortune that protagonist cannot avoid, usually 
due to retribution of his hubris.

Catharsis
The feelings of pity and fear the audience feels for 
the protagonist after his downfall.

Rhetoric
(I am a 
forester)

Imperative

Adjective/adverb

Modal verbs

Alliteration

Figurative language

Opinions

Repetition

Exaggeration/ exper
t opinion

Statistics

Triplets

Emotive language

Rhetorical question

LOGOS

PATHOS

ETHOS

The conventions of a play script

Layout - the name of the character who is speaking should 
be written at the left-hand margin of the page - It is a go
od idea to print it in capitals, then use a colon.

Dialogue – what the characters say

Stage directions – instructions to the actors and director. I
n brackets and/or italics 

Act – often only 3 or 5 acts – they separate the major secti
ons of the play

Scene – a ‘chapter’ in a play 

Grammar

Abstract noun – something that i
s not tangible eg. love, happiness

Concrete noun – a physical objec
t that can be touched eg. dough
nut

Proper noun – a person, place or 
thing that begins with a capital le
tter eg. Turton School

Modal verb – indicates possibility, 
doubt or obligation eg. You may
be right

Imperative verb – commanding, d
oesn’t give an option eg. Stand u
p 

ADJECTIVES: a word naming an a
ttribute of a noun
Descriptive adjective – describes 
a noun eg. The red car
Evaluative adjective – gives an o
pinion eg. The play was fantastic 
Emotive adjective – evokes an em
otion from the reader eg. The girl 
was starving

Article - words which tell us whet
her a noun is general (any noun) 
or specific. There are three article
s: 'the' is a definite article and 'a' 
and 'an' are indefinite articles.

Preposition - a linking word in a 
sentence. We use prepositions to 
explain where things are in time 
or space eg. beside, under, after, 
before

Apostrophe for singular possessio
n – eg. Laura’s classroom 

Apostrophe for plural possession
eg. The boys’ changing room

Apostrophe for contraction eg. I 
am = I’m 

Reading: understanding how evidence s
trengthens a preposition

Q: What is a quo
tation?
Q: How do you 
punctuate a quot
ation

A quotation is one way to give evide
nce for your ideas. This is taken dire
ctly from the text and is signified usi
ng quotation marks.  For example, if 
you want to say that Hook is aggres
sive, your evidence could be: “Put ba
ck that pistol”.

Q: How do you e
mbed an effectiv
e quotation ?

HOW DO WE KNOW HOOK IS IN CH
ARGE? Hook instructs Smee to, “Put 
back that pistol”.

Writing: Understanding that punctuatio
n brings voice and clarity

. , : ; …… ? – () ‘ ! “”

Writing tasks

Write a persuasive 
speech and an ent
ertaining article

Looking forward to 
next term….

Ready to travel through time?! 
Next you’ll be looking at the Ol
d English literary period, think; e
pic tales, Anglo Saxons, story tel

ling and Beowulf!

Reading tasks 

Write a fiction anal
ysis and a non-ficti

on analysis

Greek Philosophers

Plato

Socrates

Aristotle

Greek Gods

Hades – underworld

Aphrodite - love

Hera – queen

Zeus - king

Athena – wisdom an
d war

Poseidon - sea

Epic Poetry

Epics are very long pieces of writing that usually deal with exciting, 
action-packed heroic events like wars or explorations. Classical e
pic recounts a journey, either physical or mental or both. 

Stretch yourself

Find other examples of great speakers or speeches where r
hetoric has been used brilliantly.  Explore the idea of rheto
ric generally, it is a subtle and vast art!

Speech layout

a clear address to an audience 
paragraphs
rhetorical indicators that an audience is bei
ng addressed 
a clear sign off e.g. ‘Thank you for listening’. 

Article layout

Broadsheet = formal/local or tabloid = infor
mal
a clear/apt/original title 
a strapline & subheadings
an introductory (overview) paragraph 
effectively/fluently sequenced paragraphs. 



Knowledge Organisers

Questions/Answers, Answers/Questions Question; 

In what year was George V’s coronation? 

Answer; 1910 

Ask a parent, carer, study partner to write you question
s (or answers) and you write the answer (or possible q
uestion that would correspond to that answer). 

You can also write your own questions, but if you do t
his leave it at least a day until you answer them to see 
what you can remember after a while. 

Always check and correct!









Retrieval Practice



Questioning and Elaboration



Spaced Practice



Spaced Practice

We call this process mass practice or cramming, and it’s one of the least effective ways of learning

anything. It may get you through the exam but most of the material is quickly forgotten.

It also tends to make people very stressed and unable to work properly.

Instead of mass practice, a much more effective way of revising is to space out your revision like

this:

M T W TH F SAT SUN

30 30 30 30 30 30 30

30 30 30 30 30 30 30

30 30 30

30 30

By breaking up your revision into 30 minute chunks and spacing out the time  
between revision, you will consolidate what you have learned and retain the     
material much more effectively.



Interleaving

Interleaving means mixing subjects or material up so that you don’t study 

all the material at once .

By mixing up or ‘interleaving’ what you revise     

and when, you will remember that material far   

more effectively. This is mainly because you will 

have  to revisit that material multiple times with  

gaps in  between. 



A revision plan - interleaving

Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

30 minutes English Maths Science French/Spani

sh

Drama English Maths

30 minutes Maths PE Geography Maths Technology PE English 

30 minutes Science FE English FE Science Maths Science

30 minutes History French/Span

ish

Maths Music English History Technology

30 minutes The idea is for you to spread your revision out over the week. Little and 

often is best. The sessions are divided into 30 minute sessions. This doe

s not mean you  spend 10 minutes sorting your pens, 10 minutes makin

g a drink, 3 minutes 

texting your mate, 3 minutes finding your notes, 2 minutes checking yo

ur phone – any of that is on top of the 30 minutes! This is 30 minutes co

ncentrated work

Geography Drama

30 minutes Music Geography

30 minutes French/Spani

sh

Option C

30 minutes FE


